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For a semigroup S, the set of all subsemigroups of S x S, with the operations of 
composition and involution and the relation of set-theoretic inclusion, forms 
the bundle of correspondences of S, denoted by e(S). A semigroup S is called 
V-determined if for any semigroup T, V(S) z U( T) if and only if Sg T or Sz T”PP. 
The O-determinability of semilattices was established by G. I. %tomirskii (Mat. Sb. 
82, No. 2 (1970), pp. 163-174) and that of abelian groups, nonperiodic groups, and 
nonperiodic commutative Clifford semigroups by D. A. Bredihin (in “Studies in 
Algebra,” No. 4, pp. 3-12, Saratov Univ. Press, Saratov, USSR, 1974). Here the 
class of those inverse semigroups which are known to be determined by their 
bundles of correspondences is substantially enlarged. Our major goal is to 
prove that any fundamental inverse semigroup is W-determined. Then we study 
Q-isomorphisms of nonperiodic semilattices of cancellative monoids (in particular, 
of nonperiodic Clifford semigroups) and describe new classes of %-determined 
semigroups of that type. 0 1989 Academic Pms, Inc. 
INTRODUCTION 
Let S be a semigroup. A correspondence of S is defined as any stable 
binary relation on S or, in other words, as any subsemigroup of S x S 
(including the empty one). Correspondences were introduced and studied 
for abelian categories by D. Puppe [lS]; they were used by S. Mac Lane 
(under the name “additive relations”) for modules [12] and were 
considered by A. G. Kurosh for groups [lo] and universal algebras [ 111. 
Let V?(S) denote the set of all correspondences of S. According to the 
Birkhoff-Frink theorem, (V(S), c) is an algebraic lattice. With respect to 
composition (0) of binary relation, 55?(S) is a semigroup with an identity d, 
( = the equality, or “diagonal,” relation on S), a zero 0, and a natural 
involution ( -‘) (i.e., the operation of taking the inverse, p-l, of any corre- 
spondence p of S). Following Kurosh [lo, 111 we will say that the system 
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(g(S), c, -l, C) is the bundle of correspondences of S (in what follows we 
will denote it simply by Q?(S)). It is clear that V(S)=%?(Sopp). 
The problem of characterizing semigroups by their bundles of corre- 
spondences has been studied by G. I. pitomirskii and by D. A. Bredihin 
(see [6] for a brief survey of their results). In particular, Bredihin 
established [1,3] that abelian groups, nonperiodic groups and nonperiodic 
commutative Clifford semigroups are determined by their bundles of 
correspondences and gave examples of finite nonisomorphic groups with 
isomorphic bundles of correspondences. The purpose of this paper is to 
investigate %-determinability of inverse semigroups. Section 1 provides 
preliminaries. In Section 2 several equivalent conditions are found for a 
bijection between an arbitrary inverse semigroup and a fundamental one to 
be an isomorphism (Lemma 2.1). Using one of these conditions we prove 
our main result that any fundamental inverse semigroup is %-determined 
by its bundle of correspondences (Theorem 2.5). In Section 3 it is shown 
that any %-isomorphism of a nonperiodic semilattice of cancellative 
monoids (in particular, of a nonperiodic Clifford semigroup) is induced by 
a unique bijection satisfying several strong conditions (Proposition 3.5 ). 
This result is used to describe new classes of W-determined semigroups of 
the type considered (Propositions 3.6 and 3.7). 
Theorem 2.5 was announced at the conference “Theory of Semigroups” 
held in Oberwolfach in February of 1986 and is formulated without proof 
in [6]. Results of Section 3 were reported at the special session on semi- 
groups at the 837th Meeting of the AMS in Lincoln, Nebraska, in October 
of 1987. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
Let S and T be semigroups with isomorphic bundles of correspondences. 
Then S and T are said to be W-isomorphic and any isomorphism of %(S) 
onto W(T) is called a %?-isomorphism of S onto T. Let @: g(S) + g(T) be 
an isomorphism. Thus all properties of correspondences expressed in terms 
of 0) -I, and E are preserved under @. In particular, d ,@ is the identity 
of (U(T), 0) and hence equals A,. Moreover if p is a correspondence of S, 
then p c d, if and only if p = A, for some H < S (here and later “H < S 
means that H is a subsemigroup of S). Thus @ defines an isomorphism @* 
of Y,&(S) (= the lattice of subsemigroups of S) onto Y&(T), by the 
formula A,@ = AH**, for any H d S. It is easy to see that for any H < S, 
g’(H) @ = %( H@*), i.e., the restriction of Q, to V?(H) is a %-isomorphism of 
H onto H@*. It is also clear that if E is a congruence on S, then a@ is a 
congruence on T. In fact, one can say more than that: 
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RESULT 1.1 (Bredihin [ 1, Lemma 1.1 I). Let S and T be semigroups and 
@ a %-isomorphism of S onto T. If E is a congruence on S, then E@ is a 
congruence on T and S/E is %?-isomorphic to T/(E@). 
A partial automorphism of a semigroup S is defined as an isomorphism 
between any two (isomorphic) subsemigroups of S. The set of all partial 
automorphisms of S (including the empty one) with respect o composition 
is an inverse semigroup denoted by P&‘(S). It is clear that partial 
automorphisms of S are precisely those correspondences p of S which 
satisfy the conditions p-i 0 p c d, and p 0 p ~ ’ G d,. Therefore, if @ is a 
V-isomorphism of S onto a semigroup T, then the restriction of @ to 
Bzz?( S) is an isomorphism of P&(S) onto Pta( T). 
We will say that a %?-isomorphism @ of S onto T is induced by a bijec- 
tion cp: S-+ T (or that cp induces @) if for any p E%?(S), p@ = cp-i GPO rp, 
i.e., (x, y) E p if and only if (xv, y(p) E@. It is clear that if cp is an 
isomorphism or an antiisomorphism of S onto T, then cp induces a 
%-isomorphism of S onto T. A semigroup S is called %-determined if any 
semigroup T, which is %-isomorphic to S, is isomorphic or antiisomorphic 
to S (of course, the latter possibility becomes obsolete if S is 
antiisomorphic to itself). 
RESULT 1.2 (Zitomirskii [17]). Let E be a semilattice, F a semigroup, 
and I a V-isomorphism of E onto F. Then F is a semilattice and the mapping 
y: E + F defined by the formula {(e, e)}I= { (ey, ey)} (eE E) is an 
isomorphism of E onto F. In particular, any semilattice is V-determined. 
In addition, it is easy to see that 1~ induces r and is the only bijection 
of E onto F with this property. 
Let S be a semigroup and x E S. If x has finite order, then the index of 
x is defined [7] as the least positive integer m such that .P = xrn +n for 
some positive integer n; in this case we write ind x = m. If x has infinite 
order, it is convenient to define ind x = co. Let us also define ind S as 
sup(ind x: x E S}. For any subset X of S, let (X) denote the subsemigroup 
of S generated by X. In particular, {x) is the monogenic subsemigroup of 
S generated by x. In keeping with this notation, for any x, y E S, ((x, y)) 
is the monogenic subsemigroup of S x S generated by (x, y). Recall also 
that if p G S x S and x E S, ,then xp denotes the set ( y E S: (x, y) E p}. Thus 
if @ is a V-isomorphism of S onto a semigroup T, then for every x, JI E S 
and UE T, 
u(((x, y)>@)= {ue T: (K O)E <t-G Y)>@). 
Finally, note that a one-element set frequently will be identified with its 
only element. 
An important tool for the study of %-isomorphisms of semigroups is 
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provided by the following theorem. A construction, given in its proof, wili 
also be used in this paper. Thus, we not only formulate the result itself, but 
also give a sketch of its proof. 
RESULT 1.3 (Bredihin [2, Proposition 2.11). Let S and T be semigroups 
and @ a %-isomorphism of S onto T. If ind S > I, then CD is induced by a 
unique bijection of S onto T. 
Ourline of Proof (see [2] for more details). Suppose that ind S> I. 
Then we can choose a E S such that ind a > 1. Since monogenic semigroups 
are g-determined [l], (a)@* = (b) for some bE T such that (a) z (b); 
in particular, ind b > 1. Let s be an arbitrary element of S. It is known [ 14, 
Lemmas 2.10 and 2.111 that a semigroup, which is not a group, is a 
monogenic semigroup if and only if it contains a greatest proper sub- 
semigroup. It follows that ((a, sj ) CD = ((6, I) ) for some t E T. Since 
ind b > 1, this t is uniquely determined as the only element of b( ((a, sj) @j. 
Setting scp = t, we get a mapping cp from S to T. Note that 
A<&->@=A<,>.*=A<b, whence acp = b. Similarly let t$ = a( ((b, t) ) @-‘j 
for every t E T. Then $ is a mapping from T to S such that cp 0 II, = A, and 
~5 39 = A,. E-fence cp is a bijection and + = q -I. Furthermore, it can be 
verified that cp induces CD and is the unique bijection of S onto T with this 
property. 
RESULT 1.4 (Bredihin [2, Lemma 2.21). Let @ be a %-isomorphism of a 
semigroup S onto a semigroup T. Let ind S > 2 and cp be the unique bijection 
sf S onto T inducing @. Then for any X, J’ ES and any integer n > I, 
(X”j~=(Xtpj”and {X’, J”, XJ’: JX}$7= {(XT)‘, (J’cJ?)‘, (XCpj(yq)), (J’Y,)(xY,)). 
LEMMA 1.5. Let S and T be semigroups and CD a %-isomorphism of S 
onto T. Let elements xi, yi of S (i E I) and a mapping cp: S + T be such that 
((xi, yi))@= ((xip,, y,cp)) for every ill. Then 
((xi, yi): iEI)@= ((xjqo, yI’p): iEl). 
Proof. Since CD is an isomorphism of (g(S), c ) onto (V(T), c ), we 
have 
((Xi, yj): iEI)@= v {((Xi, yi)>: iEI}J CD+/ (((Xi, Jii))@: id) 
( 
RESULT 1.6 (Bredihin [2]). Any semigroup, Mvhich is %-isomorphic to an 
inverse semigroup, is itself inverse. 
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2. FUNDAMENTAL INVERSE SEMIGROUPS 
Let S be an inverse semigroup. The semilattice of idempotents of S will 
be denoted by Es and the natural (partial) order on S [7] by < (i.e., x<y 
if and only if x = xx-‘y for x, y E S). If A, is the only idemptotent-separat- 
ing congruence on S, i.e., the only congruence on S whose restriction to E, 
is A,, then S is called fundamental [7]. 
If a semigroup T is +Z-isomorphic to an inverse semigroup S, then T is 
inverse by Result 1.6. If, in addition, S is fundamental, it is easy to deduce 
from [S, S] that T is also fundamental. Independently of this fact, we will 
establish below a much stronger result. 
It is well known [7] that an inverse semigroup S is fundamental if and 
only if for any x, y E S, 
[(VeE Es)x-‘ex=y-‘eJl] -x=y. 
This is a useful characterization of fundamental inverse semigroups. In 
particular, it will help us prove 
LEMMA 2.1. Let S and T be inverse semigroups and cp: S + T a bijection 
such that cp 1 Es is an isomorphism of E, onto E,. If either of the semigroups 
S or T is fundamental, then the foIlowing statements are equivalent: 
(i) (V.s~S)(Vedss~’ 1 W’)cp = (WV’ & (es)cp= (ecp)(w); 
(ii) (tls E S)(Ve < ss-‘)(Vf < s-Is) (es)q = (ecp)(scp) & (sf)cp = 
(scp)(fv); 
(iii) (Vs E S)(Ve E E,) (es)cp = (ecp)(scp) & (se)q = (stp)(ecp); 
(iv) (Vs E S)(Ve E Es) (s-‘es)cp = (scp)-’ (ecp)(scp); 
(v) cp is an isomorphism of S onto T. 
ProoJ: (i) 3 (ii). Assume (i) and take any s E S and f ds-‘s. Then 
(sf)cp = c(f~-‘)cpl -I = C(f~W’(P)l -I = C(fv)-’ bcp)r’l -I = (scp)(fv). 
(ii) + (iii). Suppose that (ii) holds and let s E S, e E Es. Then 
(es)cp = (ess-’ .s)q = (ess-’ )cp-scp=eqp(ss-‘)cp~scp=ecp~scp. 
(iii)=> (iv). Assume that (iii) holds. One can easily show that for 
every teT and fEE,, (ft)q--‘=fq-‘.tcp-’ and (tf)cp-‘=tcpp’.fq-‘. 
Take any SES. Since srp = (ss-‘)q .scp, we have (scp)(scp)-i< (SC’)cp. 
Starting from t = scp and applying cp -I, we get the opposite inequality. 
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Thus (SC’)cp= (scp)(s~)-‘, and dually (s-‘s)qn = (so))’ (sq). Therefore, 
for any eEEs and SES, 
(s-‘es)q = [(es)-’ (es)] q = [(es)q] -’ . (es)cp 
=(ecp.scp)-‘.ecp.scp=(s~)-l.ecp=s~,; 
that is, (iv) holds. 
(iv) 3 (v). Assume (iv) and suppose that S is fundamental. Set 
$=cp-“. It is easily shown that for any t E T and f+zET, (t-‘-ft)$ = 
(t$)- ’ (j$)( t$). Take any x, y E T. Then for every f~ ET, 
Since S is fundamental and ET* = E,, (xJ~)$ = xti .vI,+, that is, @ is an 
isomorphism of T onto S. Thus cp is an isomorphism of S onto T. On the 
other hand, if T is assumed to be fundamental, then we take arbitrary 
U, u E S and show, as above, that for every e E Es, 
whence (p is an isomorphism of S onto T. 
RESULT 2.2 (Ershova [S, Theorem 11). Let S and T be inverse semi- 
groups. Ij” Y&(S) z 94ptl8( T), then the lattices of inverse subsemigroups qf’ 
S and T are isomorphic. Moreover, any isomorphism of Ya&(S) onto 
Y&(T) is an extension of some isomorphism bettceen the lattices of inverse 
subsemigroups of S and T. 
If S is an inverse semigroup, denote by 9&i(S) the inverse semigroup 
of all isomorphisms between inverse subsemigroups of S; it is clear that 
P&i(S) is an inverse subsemigroup of P&‘(S). The following lemma is a 
consequence of Result 2.2. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let S and T be inverse semigroups and @ an isomorphism of 
B&(S) onto g&(T). Then the restriction o-f @ to Y&i(S) is ar? 
isomorphism of BOCK; onto Y&;(T). 
Proqf The formula A r/@ = A oG* (Ud S) defines an isomorphism @* of 
.Yu&(S) onto 9’40,&( T). Take any CI E P&‘;(S). Let H be the domain and K 
the range of CI. Then CLOCI-i = A, and CI-‘OCI = d,. It follows that 
or@~(rx@)-‘= A He* and (a@)-’ 0 (IX@) = A,,+. Hence H@* is the domain 
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and K@* the range of a@. By Result 2.2, H@* and KG* are inverse 
subsemigroups of T. Thus a@ E PJY~( T). 
RESULT 2.4 (Libih [9, Theorem 23). Let S be a monogenic inverse semi- 
group and T an inverse semigroup. Then Y&i(S) z 9di( T) if and only if 
Sz T. 
The main result of the paper is 
THEOREM 2.5. Let S be a fundamental inverse semigroup and T an 
arbitrary semigroup. Then g(S) Z%(T) if and only if S z T. In other words, 
any fundamental inverse semigroup is V-determined. Furthermore, any 
%-isomorphism of S onto T is induced by a unique bijection, and this bijection 
is an isomorphism or an antiisomorphism of S onto T. 
Prooj Let @ be a g-isomorphism of S onto T. By Result 1.6, T is an 
inverse semigroup. If S is a union of groups it is a fundamental Clifford 
semigroup and hence a semilattice. In this case SE T by Result 1.2; 
moreover, @ is induced by a unique isomorphism of S onto T. Now 
suppose that S contains nongroup elements (that is, elements which do not 
belong to any subgroup of S). Let us choose an arbitrary nongroup 
element CI of S and fix it. Consider the monogenic inverse subsemigroup 
(a, a-‘) of S. S’ mce it is not a group, from the structure of monogenic 
inverse semigroups (see, for example, [13]) it follows that either 
{ a, a-‘, aa-‘, a-’ a} is the top g-class of (a,~‘), or (a,~-‘) is the 
bicyclic semigroup; in the latter case, without loss of generality, we may 
assume that a-la < aa- i. It is clear that ind CI> 1. Thus (a)@* = (b) for 
some b E T with ind b > 1 and the mapping cp from S to T, defined by 
scp = b( ((a, s)) @) for any SE S, is the only bijection of S onto T which 
induces @, and acp = b (see Result 1.3 and the outline of its proof). It ought 
to be emphasized that, from Result 1.3, the bijection cp does not depend on 
the choice of a-one would get the same mapping cp if, instead of a, any 
other nongroup element were used in its definition. In particular, 
(a-‘)@* = (a-‘q). 
According to Result 1.2, the mapping y: Es + E, defined by the formula 
{(e, e)> @ = {(ey, ey)) f or any eE E, is an isomorphism of E, onto E,. 
Take an arbitrary eEE&. Since ((a,e))o{(e,e)>= ((a,e)), we have 
((a, e)> @ 0 {(e, e)> @ = ((a, e)> @, whence ((w ecp)> 0 {(a ey)) = 
((acp, eqo)). Therefore, eqo = e)j for every e E E,; that is, q 1 E, coincides 
with 1’ and hence is an isomorphism of E, onto E,. 
Consider again the monogenic inverse subsemigroup (a, a-‘) of S. By 
Result 1.6 the semigroup (a, a- ’ ) @ * is inverse. Since the restriction of @ 
to P&((a, a-‘)) is a P&‘-isomorphism of (a, a-‘) onto (a, K’)@*, it 
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follows from Lemma 2.3 and Result 2.4 that (a, a ~ ’ ) @* is the monogenic 
inverse subsemigroup of T isomorphic to (a, a-’ ). Furthermore, 
(a, a-‘)@* = ((a) v (a-‘))@* = (u)@* v (a-‘)@* 
= <acp> v (a-‘rp) = (acp, a-‘q). 
Let us show that a-‘q=(acp)-’ and (aa-‘, a-‘a)cp= ((n~)(~cp)~‘~ 
(acp)-%d). 
Suppose first that (a, a-‘) is not bicyclic. Then (a, a-l)\{a, a-‘> is 
the greatest proper inverse subsemigroup of (a, a-‘). It follows that 
Gw a -‘cp) is not bicyclic as well and (aq, ~~~q)\,{acp,a-‘tp~ is the 
greatest proper inverse subsemigroup of (q, a-‘cp). Therefore 
a-“cp = (up)-‘. Since {au-‘, a -‘a} and {(arp)(aq)-‘, (~cp)~‘(acp)) are the 
sets of maximal idempotents of semigroups (a, a ~’ ) and (up, a ~ ‘cp ), 
respectively, we also have {aa- ‘, a -la)cp= {(aq)(aq)pl, (aq)-‘(up)). 
Now assume that (a, a-‘) is bicyclic. Then ind a = ~13 and by Result 1.4 
(with .~=a and ~+=a-‘) we have (~‘,a-“, a~‘,a-‘a)p= ((uyj’, 
(a-Lqo)2, (apj(a-‘q), (a-‘q)(acp)}. Again by Result 1.4, a*q = (acp)’ and 
a-‘q = (a-1q)2. Since cp is bijective, it follows that (aaP1, a-‘a)qn = 
{(aq)(a~‘cp), (a-‘cp)(acp)}; in particular, (acp)(a-‘q) and (a-lqj(acp) are 
idempotents. Denote the identity of (aq, a ~ “p ) by f: Let w = w(~~YJ, a _ iv j 
be a word in acp and a-‘cp of least possible length representing f as a 
product constructed from q and K’~X Since f # (aq)” and f # (a-"cp)" for 
n> 1, w must contain (acp)(aP1q) or (a-‘cpj(acp) as a subword. Suppose 
that w = u(acp)(a~‘cp)v. If at least one of the words u, ~1 is nonempty, we 
have f = u(ap)(a- ‘v)tp < ZIU whence f = uu; a contradiction, since the word 
11~’ is shorter than IV. Hence u and u are both empty and f = (acp)(a-‘q}. 
Similarly if we assume that w contains a subword (ap’q)(aq j, then 
<Q;(~~lyi)(arp). In either case a~‘q~ = (nq))’ and, therefore, 
, a- a)q= {(acpNavo)F’, (atp)-‘(a~)). 
Case I. (aa-‘jcp = (acp)(acp)-l and (a-‘a)(p = (np)-‘(aq). 
We are going to show that cp satisfies condition (iii) of Lemma 2.1. Thus 
take any s E S and e E E,. Let 
p = ((a-‘~, e), (a-‘, s)). 
Using Lemma 1.5, we get 
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Let Z= (a-la, ~~‘)\{a-‘a, u-i }. Suppose first that (a, a-‘) is the 
bicyclic semigroup. Since we assumed that u~‘u<uu-‘, au-’ is the 
identity element of (a, a-‘). Thus (~‘a, a-‘) = (a-‘) u (a-‘)~ 
and Z= {a-‘, uP3, . . . . uP2u, uP3u, . . . }. It follows that Z is an ideal of 
(u-b, a-‘). N ow suppose that (a, a-‘) is not bicyclic. In this case 
(a, a-‘)\{a, a-‘, au-‘, a -‘u> is an ideal of (a, a-’ ), so that again Z is 
an ideal of (u-la, a-‘). Therefore, in both cases, any product formed 
from u-la and u-r falls into Z if, considered as a word in up1 and a, it 
contains a-* as a subword. Thus the only way to get up1 as the result of 
some product of u-la and u-l is to take (K’u)“u-‘, n>O. Since both 
u-la and e are idempotents, it follows that a-‘p= {s, es}. Since 
(a-‘u)cp = (ucp)-‘(ucp) and u-‘cp = (a~)-‘, we get similarly that 
(a-‘cp)W) = b% ecp.scp}. Therefore {s, es}cp= {srp, ecp.scp}. If s=es, 
then (es)cp = scp = ecp .scp; if s # es, then (es)cp # sq whence (es)cp = ecp .sq. 
Thus (es)cp = (ecp)(scp) in all cases. Dually, since @ is also a %-isomorphism 
of Sopp onto Topp, induced by the unique bijection cp, and since the 
assumptions in Case I can be written as (a-’ * u)cp = (ucp))’ * (ucp) and 
(u*u-‘)cp=(ucp)*(ucp)-‘, where * denotes multiplication in Sopp and 
Topp, then we also have (e * s)~ = (ecp) * (scp), that is, (se)cp = (Sq)(ecp). 
Therefore condition (iii) of Lemma 2.1 is satisfied. Since cp 1 E, is an 
isomorphism of E, onto E,, Lemma 2.1 implies that 50 is an isomorphism 
of S onto T. 
Case II. (au-‘)cp = (urp)-‘(ucp) and (a-‘u)cp= (ucp)(ucp)-‘. 
It is clear that the assumptions in this case can be written as (au-‘)cp = 
(ucp) * (a~)-’ and (a-‘u)cp= (a~)-’ * (ucp) where again * denotes the 
operation of ToPP. Since @ is a V-isomorphism of S onto Topp induced by 
the unique bijection q, from what was proved in Case I, it follows that cp 
is an isomorphism of S onto T Opp, i.e., an antiisomorphism of S onto T. 
This completes the proof. 
Remark. Note that the word “fundamental” cannot be omitted from the 
formulation of Theorem 2.5 since there exist nonisomorphic finite (even 
solvable) groups with isomorphic bundles of correspondences [3,6]. 
3. CLIFFORD SEMIGROUPS AND GENERALIZATIONS 
A. H. Clifford completely determined in [4] the structure of regular 
semigroups in which idempotents are central. (Now such semigroups are 
usually called Clifford semigroups; of course, any Clifford semigroup is 
inverse.) More specifically, it was shown in [4] that a semigroup S is a 
Clifford semigroup if and only if S is a semilattice Es of its maximal sub- 
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groups G, (e E E,) and for every e <fs E,, there is a homomorphism 
ales: G,--+G, such that CC,,=A,~, ~l~,~ocx~,=~l~,~ for any e<f<gEE,, and 
for every Q’,E 6, and b,E G, (e, f EEs), a,b[= (a,cc,,f)(bfa,-,). In other 
words, S is a Clifford semigroup if and only if it is a strong semilattice E, 
of groups G, (eEEs) with the transitive system of homomorphisms uL%c 
(edfEE,), which is denoted by S= Y(E,; G,; aLe) [7]. Moreover, if 
S= Y(E,; G,; o~~J is a strong semilattice of groups, then for all e<f E E, 
and SEG~, SC+-,= es [4]. Isomorphisms of Clifford semigroups were also 
described in [4]. In particular, the following result can be extracted from 
that work. 
RESULT 3.1 (Clifford [4]). Let S and T be Clifford semigroups with 
maximal subgroups G, (e E E,) and H, (f E E,), respectively. Let cp: S -+ T 
be a bijection such that cp 1 E, is an isomorphism of E, onto E, and for each 
e E E,, 40 1 G, is an isomorphism of G, onto H,, . Then rp is an isomorphism 
of S onto T if and only iffor ull e 6 f E E, and s E G,, (es)q = (ecp)(sq)). 
This result can be easily generalized. For example, let S be a semilattice 
of cancellative monoids ilii, (e E E,). It is easily seen that the idempotents 
of S are central. For any e <f E Es and s E Mf, let .SCY~~ = es. Then qe is a 
homomorphism of M, to M, and S = ,4P(E,; M,; LX,:,) is a strong semi- 
lattice of monoids M, (e E E,). 
LEMMA 3.2. Let S and T be semilattices of cancellative monoids M, 
(e E E,) and N,. (f E E,), respectively. Let cp: S + T be a bijection such that 
q~ / E, is an isomorphism of E, onto E, and for each e E E,, rp j M, is an 
isomorphism [antiisomorphism] of M, onto N,,. Then cp is an isomorphism 
[antiisomorphism] of S onto T if and only if for all e <f E E, and s E I\<~, 
!es)cp = (ecp)(w). 
Since Lemma 3.2 is a routine generalization of Result 3.1, its proof is 
omitted. 
A mapping cp of a semigroup S into a semigroup T is called a half- 
homomorphism if for any X, JJE S, (XJ)(P = (sqn)(yq) or (XJJ)~ = (YC~)(X-cp). 
A bijective half-homomorphism is called a half-isomorphism. 
RESULT 3.3 (Shevrin [ 161). Every half-isomorphism of a canceflative 
semigroup onto an arbitrary semigroup is an isomorphism or an 
antiisomorphism. 
A half-isomorphism rp of a semigroup S onto a semigroup T is said to 
be strong if q ~’ is a half-isomorphism of T onto S. 
RESULT 3.4 (Bredihin [2, Theorem 3.23 ). Let S and T be semigroups 
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and CD a g-isomorphism of S onto T. If ind S > 2, then @ is induced by a 
unique bijection, and this bijection is a strong half-isomorphism of S onto T. 
A semigroup is termed nonperiodic if it is not periodic. Bredihin showed 
[l] that nonperiodic commutative Clifford semigroups are V-determined. 
In one direction this was generalized in [2] by proving that any com- 
mutative semigroup S, with ind S> 2, is W-determined. Here we generalize 
that result from [ 1 ] in another direction. 
PROPOSITION 3.5. Let S be a semilattice of cancellative monoids M, 
(e E Es), T an arbitrary semigroup, and @ a V-isomorphism of S onto T. If 
S is nonperiodic, then T is also a nonperiodic semilattice of cancellative 
monoids N, (ge ET), @ is induced by a unique bijection cp, and this bijection 
has the following properties: 
(A) cp 1 Es is an isomorphism of Es onto E,; 
(B) for any e E Es, q 1 M, is an isomorphism or an antiisomorphism of 
Me onto Nev ; 
(C) for any s E S and e E Es, (es)cp = (ecp)(scp). 
Proof Suppose that S is nonperiodic. Choose and fix an element a E S 
such that inda=co. Then (a)@*=(b) for some beT with indb=ccj 
and themappingcp:S-*Tdefinedbyscp=b(((a,s))~)foreverysESis 
the only bijection of S onto T inducing @, and aq = b (see Result 1.3 and 
the outline of its proof). Furthermore, by Result 3.4, q is a strong half- 
isomorphism of S onto T. 
Since -the set of idempotents of S is a semilattice, the idempotents of T 
also form a semilattice and the mapping y: Es + E, defined by {(e, e)} @ = 
{(a ey)HeEEd is an isomorphism of E, onto E, (Result 1.2). As in the 
proof of Theorem 2.5, we can see that q ( Es = y. For every e E Es, let 
N,, = M,q. Take any e E Es and f,, t, E Neq. Then ti = s,cp for some si E M, 
(i= 1,2). Since pp-’ is a half-isomorphism of T onto S, (tl t2)q-’ E 
{sls~,szsI). Hence tlt2=(sls2)cp or t,t,= (sZsl)q, so that t,t,eM,(p. 
Thus N,, is a subsemigroup of T. Moreover, cp IM, is a half-isomorphism 
of M, onto Ne.+,. By Result 3.3, cp 1 M, is an isomorphism or an anti- 
isomorphism of M, onto N,,; in particular, Nerp is a cancellative monoid. 
Since (M,: e E E,) is a. partition of S corresponding to a semilattice 
congruence E on S such that S/E z Es, it follows from Results 1.1 and 1.2 
that E@ is a semilattice congruence on T, for which T/(&Q) z E,, so that T 
is a semilattice E, of cancellative monoids N, (go ET). It has already been 
seen that T is nonperiodic and that cp satisfies (A) and (B). 
To show that q satisfies (C), take any s E S and e E Es. Suppose that 
a E Mf, that is, let f be the identity of the monoid containing a. 
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Let 
P= ((f, e), (4 ~1). 
Using Lemma 1.5, we get 
Since ind a = OG and aEAIf, it is clear that ap = (s, es}. Moreover, 
acp EN,, and therefore (acp)(p@) = jsq, eip -sq >. It follows that {s, es> cp = 
{stp, ecp .scp} whence (es)q = eq . scp. This completes the proof. 
In what follows we will describe two new classes of V-determined semi- 
lattices of cancellative monoids by using Proposition 3.5. 
PROPOSITION 3.6. Let S= ,4P(E,; G,; o[/~) be a nonperiodic Clifford 
semigroup such that for any e <f E E,, the group GfolLe is either non-abeliat: 
or of exponent at most 2. Let T be any semigroup. Then V(S) 2 %‘(T) if and 
only sf S r T. 
Proof Let @ be a V-isomorphism of S onto T. By Proposition 3.5, 
T= 9’(E,; H,; e,-,) is a nonperiodic Clifford semigroup, @ is induced by a 
unique bijection cpl and this bijection has properties (A), (B), and (C) (in 
(B), M, should be replaced by G, and N,, by H,,). 
Consider an arbitrary eE Es. Denote q / 6, by (P=. If cp, is an 
antiisomorphism, but not an isomorphism, of G, onto Herp, set s@, = 
(.scp,)-’ for every SEG,; otherwise set GP,=pe. Let @=u (qr:e~Es)~ 
Then (p is a bijection of S onto T such that @ 1 E, ( =cp 1 E,) is aa 
isomorphism of E, onto E, and for each e E E,, (p 1 G, (=@,) is an 
isomorphism of G, onto H,,. 
Take any e <f E E, and SE G,,. We show that (es)@ = (e@)(s@). 
Case I. Graf,, is not abelian. 
Take any x, y E G,-x~;~ such that XT #t-:x. Then x = eU and II= ev for 
some u, v E G, such that uu # uu. 
(i) Suppose that qr is an isomorphism of G, onto H,,. Then, using 
property (C) of cp, we get 
(xl’)cp,=(eu.ev)cp=(e.uv)qn=ecp.(uc)cp=ecp.u~,‘.vcp/ 
= (eq .ucp)(ep .wP) = (eu)cp . (ev)so = (xqeN.wp,). 
Since xy #y-v, it follows that rp, is an isomorphism of G, onto H,,. There- 
fore, 
(es)@ = (es)@,= (eshp= (es)cp = (ecp)(.w) = (eq)hq) 
= (e@)(.Qf) = (e@)(G). 
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(ii) Suppose that ‘pf is not an isomorphism of Gf onto Hfv; then it 
is an antiisomorphism. Using property (C) of q, we get, as in (i), 
(.~y)c~,=ecp.(uu)cpf=ecp.vcp,-.zr~~ 
= (ecp. vcp)(ecp. w) = (YCP,)(XCP~). 
Thus qe is an antiisomorphism, but not an isomorphism, of G, onto H,,. 
Hence 
(es)@ = (es)qp, = [(es)qe] -’ = (eq .scp)-l = (ep)(scpf)-l 
= (ecp)(scpr) = (eQ)(sG)). 
Case II. GfczX, is of exponent at most 2. 
(i) Suppose that qe and ‘PJ are both isomorphisms or both 
antiisomorphisms (but not isomorphisms) of G, and G, onto Hecp and Hfrp, 
respectively. Then (es)@ = (e@)(s@) even if there is no restriction on the 
group Gfocfc (we can show this exactly as in Case I). 
(ii) Assume that qe is an isomorphism of G, onto Heq and qf an 
antiisomorphism (but not an isomorphism) of G, onto Hfu,. Since Gfai,, is 
a group of exponent <2 and cp, is an isomorphism, each element of 
(G,-cx~,)~~ is its own inverse. Hence 
(es)@= (es)p,= [(es)cp,]-‘=(ecp .scp-l=ecp .(sqf)m~‘=(etj)(s@). 
(iii) Finally, suppose that qf is an isomorphism of G, onto H,, and 
qpc an antiisomorphism (but not an isomorphism) of G, onto He,+,. Here 
again each element of (G,or,,)cp, is its own inverse and we have 
(es)@ = C(es)cp,lpl = (es)v,,= (w Kw) = (ecp)bcpr) = (e@)(G). 
By Result 3.1 it follows that ‘p is an isomorphism of S onto T. 
PROPOSITION 3.7. Let S be a semilattice of cancellatioe monoids M, 
(eE E,) and T an arbitrary semigroup. Suppose that S contains a sub- 
semigroup A which is a free semigroup on two generators, Then g(S) z G?(T) 
if and only if S z T or S r ToPP. Furthermore, any V-isomorphism of S onto 
T is induced by a unique bijection, and this bijection is an isomorphism or an 
antiisomorphism of S onto T. 
ProoJ Let a, and a, be the free generators of A. Without loss of 
generality we may assume that a,, a2 E M, for some fixed f e Es. Let @ be 
a ??-isomorphism of S onto T. Set a = a,. Since ind a = co, it follows from 
Proposition 3.5 that T is a semilattice of cancellative monoids N, (g E ET) 
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and a can be used to define a bijection 9: S + T which induces @ and has 
properties (A), (B), and (C). 
Suppose that cp 1 Mf is an isomorphism of M,- onto N,+. Let us show then 
that cp jM, is an isomorphism of M, onto N,, for all e E E,. Take an 
arbitrary e E E, and any sI, s2 E M,. Let 
Using Lemma 1.5, we get 
Since a, and a, are free generators of A, (a,a,)a= (slsz). Furthermore, 
cp 1 Mf is an isomorphism of M, onto NJV, so (alp, a2q) is the free semi- 
group generated by a,q and a,cp and (a,a,)cp = (a,cp)(a,cp). It follows that 
II(alaz)vl(o@)= ~(s~(P)(Q(P)I and {sIs2}v= {(s~(P)(s~YP)), that is, 
(sIs2)(p = (si cp)(s*cp). Thus cp 1 M, is an isomorphism of M, onto N,, and, 
by Lemma 3.2, cp is an isomorphism of S onto T. 
Similarly we can show that if Ed /M, is an antiisomorphism of M, onto 
NfV, then q ) M, is an antiisomorphism of M, onto NcV for any e E E,, so 
that by Lemma 3.2, cp is an antiisomorphism of S onto T. 
Remark. In the proof of Proposition 3.7, instead of the assumption that 
(a,, a2 ) is a free subsemigroup of M, generated by a, and a*, we actually 
used a weaker condition that the only product formed from a, and a2, 
which equals a,a,[a,a,] in the semigroup (a,, a?), is a,a,[a2a,]. Thus 
we essentially proved the following more general result. 
PROPOSITION 3.7’. Let S be a semilattice of canceliative monoids M, 
(e E Es). Suppose that for some f E Es, M, contains (distinct) elements a, and 
a, such that the only lvord in a,, a2 cvhich has the value a,az [a,a,] in the 
semigroup (a,, a?) is a,a,[a2a,] itseIJ: Then S is %-determined. Moreover, 
any %-isomorphism of S onto a semigroup T is induced by a unique bijection, 
and this bijection is an isomorphism or an antiisomorphism of S onto T. 
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